Watercolor PML 6 Card Workshop
Cutting Guide

Key:
• C1= Card 1  C5= Card 5
• C2= Card 2    C6= Card 6
• C3= Card 3    WC = Watercolor Paper
• C4= Card 4  GP = Glitter Paper

Prepping & Cutting Tips:
• As you begin cutting each piece of White CS and Glitter Paper, lay it in the corresponding Card pile so when you are done cutting, you can quickly assemble according to the Color Photo Instruction Guide.
• Before cutting, paint the pieces of Watercolor Papers and the WC papers for cutting the hearts, in a Flat Wash and allow to dry so they will be ready to cut with the Thin Cuts.
• If the WC Paper has curled too much, iron it face down, sandwiched between 2 pieces of white copy paper on a NO STEAM setting on your iron.

Card Bases:
All Cards = Standard size White Daisy Card (card size is 4.25 x 5.5 when folded)

Assembly Tips:
• First step should be to paint all the PML Cards according to the instructions and allow to dry while you cut the White Daisy and Glitter CS.
• Cut all Gold Glitter Paper and WC paper hearts and stars before beginning assembly.
• Use the Stitch Guide ruler to poke holes around 3 sides of the 4x5.25 White CS pieces. NO NEED to punch holes across the top as its covered by the Glitter Paper

Supplies Needed:
• Z3217 Gold Watercolor PML Card Pack
• Watercolor Paints + Brushes or Water brushes
• 6 White Daisy Card Bases & Envelopes (if you choose to supply envelopes)
• 3- 3x3 Squares of Watercolor paper
• D1700- Way To Go stamps
• B1547- Wedding Wishes
• B1539- Pen Pal Stamps
• Z3260- Hearts Thin Cuts (Stars is optional, used on 1 card)
• Z3289- Uptown Ribbon
• Z1852- Stitch Guide Ruler
• Versamat or Foam pad
• Piercing Tool
• Gold Sequins
• Gold Glitter Paper
• Gold Embossing Powder
• Versa mark Pad
• Heat Tool
• Corner Rounder
• Z2060- Thin 3D Foam Tape
1. Paint the PML card with 3 shades of pink, #12, #13, #14. Begin with #14 at the top and then use #13 in the middle and #12 at the bottom, blending down to the bottom of the card. Add more water to your brush to get it very light at the bottom.

2. Stamp the sentiment with Versamark ink and emboss with Gold embossing powder. Cut a banner end and set aside.

3. Corner round the bottom 2 corners of the 4x5.25 White CS. Using the Stitch Guide Ruler and Versamat, poke holes around 3 edges of the white 4x5.25 card. Don't do the top. Attach to the card front.

4. Attach the Gold GP to the top

5. Tie a bow around the top of the dry PML Card. Add 3D Foam tape and attach to the card front.

6. Attach the sentiment, slightly overhanging the PML Card.

7. Layer on a Medium pink heart and a small Gold GP Heart cut using the Thin cuts.

1. Paint the PML card with #20 Purple, #14 pink and ending with #12 pink at the bottom.

**You will start with #20 purple with a lot of water on your brush. Clean in water, then pick up a little of #13 (maybe some #14 mixed in if you want it darker, and then finish with #12.

2. Stamp & Emboss the sentiment slightly to the right side of the white CS. Cut at banner end in left side.

3. Corner round the bottom 2 corners of the 4x5.25 White CS. Using the Stitch Guide Ruler and Versamat, poke holes around 3 edges of the white 4x5.25 card. Don't do the top. Attach to the card front.

4. Attach the Gold GP to the top of the 4x5.25 piece.

5. Cut a 4.75” piece of the Gold ribbon and attach to the lower portion of the PML card, as shown, with an overhang on both sides. Wrap the left side around and attach with a glue dot. Cut a slant in the right side.

6. Add 3D Foam tape to the back of the PML card and attach it to the card front.

7. Attach the "Way To Go" sentiment to the lower part of the PML card as shown.

8. Cut a Medium Heart our of the Purple painted WC Paper and small heart out of the Gold GP and attach to the card as shown.

9. Tie a bow from the gold ribbon and use a glue dot to attach it to the upper corner of the PML Card.
Card 3
Variegated

1. Paint the PML card with #4 Yellow, #5 Tangerine and #14 Pink as shown. Remember to add more water to your brush to blend at the transition lines.

2. Stamp & Emboss the sentiment slightly to the right side of the white CS. Cut at banner end in left side.

3. Corner round the bottom 2 corners of the 4x5.25 White CS. Using the Stitch Guide Ruler and Versamat, poke holes around 3 edges of the white 4x5.25 card. Don’t do the top. Attach to the card front.

4. Attach the Gold GP to the top of the 4x5.25 piece.

5. Cut a 4.75” piece of the Gold ribbon and attach to the lower portion of the PML card, as shown, with an overhang on both sides. Wrap the left side around and attach with a glue dot. Cut a slant in the right side.

6. Add 3D Foam tape to the back of the PML card and attach it to the card front.

7. Attach the "Happy Couple" sentiment to the lower part of the PML card as shown.

8. Cut a Medium Heart out of the Tangerine painted WC Paper and small heart out of the Gold GP and attach to the card as shown.

9. Tie a bow from the gold ribbon and use a glue dot to attach it to the card as shown.

Card 4
Smooshing

1. Begin by dabbing splotches of paint onto either your 4x4 Acrylic Block or a piece of acetate with any 3 shades of blue you like.

2. Once painted, spritz approx. 7x with water, holding the water bottle approx. 12” above the acetate. Flip the block over onto the PML card and press firmly, smooshing the colors all around. Remove block and let it dry.

3. Corner round the bottom 2 corners of the 4x5.25 White CS. Using the Stitch Guide Ruler and Versamat, poke holes around 3 edges of the white 4x5.25 card. Don't do the top. Attach to the card front.

4. Attach the Gold GP to the top of the 4x5.25 piece.

5. Using Black Memento ink, and the PEN PAL alphabet stamp set, stamp the phrase "IS YOUR DAY" onto the card, as shown.

6. Tie a bow around the top of the dry PML Card. Add 3D Foam tape and attach to the card front.

7. Cut a small Star out of Gold Glitter paper and attach to the PML card as shown.

NOTE: This technique works best with the All Purpose mat underneath your work surface.
**Card 5**  
Variegated - Same color family

**Trim 3/4” off the top of the PML card so that it is now 4x5.25” to fit onto the card base.**

1. Paint the PML card with #25 Blue, #26 Green and #22 Blue as shown. Remember to add more water to your brush to blend at the transition lines. Corner round the bottom 2 corners once dry.

2. Stamp & Emboss the sentiment onto the White Circle, along with a small heart.

3. Attach the Gold GP to the top of the 4x5.25 piece.

4. Add THIN 3D Foam tape to the back of the PML card and attach it to the card front.

5. Cut a medium gold heart out of Gold GP using the Thin cuts. Add adhesive and then position this on the card (adhesive side up) as shown, without attaching yet.

6. Using THIN 3D Foam tape, Attach the “Happily Ever After” sentiment to the lower part of the PML card as shown, holding up the left side so you can attach the gold heart under it. Perfect placement when you do it this way.

7. Add 3 Gold Sequins.

---

**Card 6**  
Rainbow Smooshing

**NOTE: This technique works best with the All Purpose mat underneath your work surface.**

**Trim 3/4” off the top of the PML card so that it is now 4x5.25” to fit onto the card base.**

1. Begin by dabbing splotches of paint onto either your 4x4 Acrylic Block or a piece of acetate.

I used: #4 Yellow, #17 Pink, #25 Blue and #29 Green

2. Once painted, spritz approx. 7x with water, holding the water bottle approx. 12” above the acetate. Flip the block over onto the PML card and press firmly, smooshing the colors all around. Remove block and let it dry. Corner round the bottom 2 corners once dry.

3. Stamp the sentiment with Versamark ink and emboss with Gold embossing powder. Cut a banner end and set aside.

4. Using the Stitch Guide Ruler and Versamat, poke holes around 3 edges of the PML card. Don’t do the top. Attach to the card front using 3D Foam tape.

5. Use the 3 small heart outlines you have from all of the other hearts you cut for the other cards. Attach to the front of the card, over the arrows using the Mini Glue Pen.

6. Attach the sentiment as shown and the Gold GP to the bottom of the card.